David Foley, Alfons Fear, & Matt Kaufhold, composers

Graduating Composers Recital

David Foley is from the class of Professor Christopher Butterfield
Alfons Fear is from the class of Dr. John Celona
Matt Kaufhold is from the class of Dr. Dániel Péter Biró

This recital is presented as part of the requirements for the Master of Music in Composition program and the Bachelor of Music in Composition program, respectively.

Reception to follow in the Lounge.

Sunday, March 16th, 2014 – 8:00PM
Phillip T. Young Recital Hall
MacLaurin Building, University of Victoria
Free Admission

Program

‘Cloche sur Table’ (2013/14)  David Foley

Maria Eduarda Martins, conductor
Aaron Mattock, xylophone/anvil
Keenan Mittag-Degala, vibraphone/bass drum
Camden McAllister, timpani/table
Eve Richardson, soprano
Andrea Paddock, soprano
Jayne Hammond, soprano
Thomas Nicholson, piano/harpsichord
Connor Ashton, piano/chamber organ
Robert Holliston, piano/celesta

Boundaries (2014)  Alfons Fear

Victoria-Rose Hunter, conductor
Thomas Bauer, flute
Sydney Tetarenko, Bb clarinet
Kylie Flower, bass clarinet
Alex Klassen, ’cello
Blake Palm, contrabass
Spencer Davis, Korg CX-3
Zoe McLaren, bass trombone
Liam Caveney, trombone

Pacific Light (2014)  Matt Kaufhold

Russell Larden, conductor
Nalini Bissoon, soprano
Thomas Bauer, flute
Teigan Cosgrove, oboe
Dominic Thibault, clarinet
Sam McNally, French horn
Lee Whitehorne, bassoon
William Exner, percussion
Nolan Krell, guitar
Peter Weinkam, violin